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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we present a new and efficient clustering approach for scene analysis in sports video. This method is 
generic and does not require any prior domain knowledge. It performs in an unsupervised manner and relies on the 
scene likeness analysis of the shots in the video. The two most similar shots are merged into the same scene in each 
iteration. And this procedure is repeated until the merging stop criterion is satisfied. The stop criterion is defined based 
on a J value which is defined according to the Fisher Discriminant Function. We call this method J-based Scene 
Clustering. By using this method, the low-level video content representation shots could be clustered into the mid-
level video content representation scenes, which are useful for high-level sports video content analysis such as play-
break parsing, story units detection, highlights extraction and summarization, etc. Experimental results obtained from 
various types of broadcast sports videos demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach. Moreover, in this paper, we 
also present a simple application of our scene clustering method to story units detection in periodic sports videos like 
archery video, diving video and so on. The experimental results are encouraging.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, more and more sports video data is being produced, distributed and made available all over the world. 
Therefore, there is an emerging need for efficient management including abstracting, personalizing, indexing, and 
retrieving. Furthermore, sports video appeals to large audiences and many sports content producers pay much attention 
to its management. And there is a growing interest in the research of sports video management algorithms.  

Compared with other videos such as news video and movie, sports video has its own special characteristics. A sports 
game usually occurs in a specific field and has well-defined temporal structures. In addition, sports video is usually 
taken by some fixed cameras in the field that results in some recurrent distinctive scenes (or views) throughout the 
video. For example, in a table tennis video, there are three dominant scenes court-view (play scene), player close-up 
scene of player A and player close-up scene of player B, as shown in Fig. 1a. In an archery team events video, there are 
four dominant scenes placement scene, aim and shoot scene of Team A, aim and shoot scene of Team B and target 
scene (In archery individual events, there is only one aim and shoot scene), as shown in Fig. 1b. In a diving video, there 
are also four dominant scenes player starting position scene, take-off and dive scene, entry scene and score scene, as  

(a) Table tennis video
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(b) Archery video 

(c) Diving video 

Figure 1: Typical dominant scene examples in sports video. 

shown in Fig. 1c. These scenes usually have consistent visual attributes that do not vary largely from game to game and 
each comprises several shots whose visual contents are similar. They are quite useful for high-level sports video content 
analysis such as play-break parsing, story units detection, highlights extraction and summarization, etc. For example, in 
story units detection of sports video, these recurrent dominant scenes are the main proportion of a story unit. So if we 
obtain these dominant scenes, label and arrange them along the original video timeline, we can detect the story units 
easily. When the story units are obtained, they could be used to index and summarize the sports video. 

As other generic videos, a common first step of sports video analysis is to segment the video into a series of low-level 
content representation units—shots, each comprising a sequence of interrelated consecutive frames taken contiguously 
by a single camera and representing a continuous action in time and space. Although this effort provides better access 
than unstructured raw video stream, a one-hour video may have hundreds of shots and the granularity for shot is still too 
small. It’s not suitable for users to effectively manage and personalize the video at the shot level. Furthermore, users are 
generally more interested in the underlying events and story units in a video. So the shots should be further grouped into 
the mid-level content representation units scenes, which are useful for high-level content analysis. Especially in sports 
video which has well-defined content structures and domain-specific rules, a fixed number of dominant scenes appear 
periodically over the video footage. We should take full advantage of these dominant scenes and use them to help to 
perform sports video content analysis and semantic indexing.  

In the past a few years, some conventional algorithms such as k-means clustering and hierarchical clustering have been 
exploited to cluster shots into scenes1, 2. These methods, however, require some prior knowledge to obtain good 
clustering results. For example, the number and initial centroids (prototypes) of clusters are required by k-means 
clustering algorithm to obtain good results in a small number of iterations3. It should be noted that the estimation of 
correct number of clusters and the decision of good cluster centroids had been longstanding problems in the cluster 
analysis 3, 4. They are usually data or application dependent. By restricting to the popular sports video, there are also a 
few existing works to address the algorithms of scene clustering 5, 6, 7. Lu et.al5 formulate video scene clustering as a 
problem of graph partitioning and present a scene clustering method which does not need the number of scene clusters 
as input. They also present an unsupervised dominant scene clustering method for sports video based on traditional k-
means clustering algorithm6, in which recursive peer-group filtering (PGF) scheme is used to solve the problem of scene 
centroid initialization and time-coverage criterion is used to solve the problem of scene number estimation. To speed up 
the clustering process and minimize the space requirement, they apply PCA and LDA techniques to reduce the feature 
dimension. Tao et.al7 use k-means clustering to obtain shot mosaic clusters and use the results to mine “play” shots.  

In this paper, we present a new clustering approach for scene analysis in sports video, which does not need any prior 
knowledge and performs in an unsupervised manner. By recurrent merging procedures and an appropriate merging stop 
criterion, this method produces the final scene clustering results automatically. In this approach, the scene merging stop 
criterion is provided based on a J value which is defined according to Fisher Discriminant Function. This not only 
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determines the best merging stop point, but also makes the final scene results more consistent with human perception. 
We call this method J-based scene clustering. Moreover, in this paper, we also present a simple application of our scene 
clustering method to detect story units, which are useful for sports video abstracting and indexing.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide the flow chart of the proposed system. In section 
3, we describe the J-based scene clustering method in detail. Section 4 is devoted to show the scene clustering 
experimental results on various types of broadcast sports videos. In section 5, we show how this method applies to story 
units detection in sports video and the detection results are also presented in this section. Conclusions are drawn in 
section 6. 

2. FLOW CHART OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

As shown in Fig. 2, the sports video is first segmented into a series of shots. Then several key-frames (In our approach, 
we choose five key-frames for each shot) are selected from each shot for shot content representation. After that the J-
based scene clustering is performed and the scene clustering results are obtained. Finally, the story units of the sports 
video are detected by using the scene clustering results with additional domain knowledge.  

Figure 2: The flow chart of J-based scene clustering and its applications. 

3. J-BASED SCENE CLUSTERING 

3.1 Shot segmentation and representation 
Shot segmentation is the first stage to the following higher level video structure analysis. In our approach, by a common 
color histogram based shot segmentation algorithm8, the sports video is first segmented into N  shots 

},,,{ 21 NsssS . For the simplicity of computation, five key-frames are then extracted from each shot at an equal 

interval, which are used to represent the visual content of their corresponding shot, },,,,{ 54321
iiiiii kkkkkK , where ik3  is 

the center frame of shot i .

3.2 Scene likeness of shots 
Each shot is considered as the fundamental processing unit and the normalized HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) color 
histograms of its key-frames are computed as features to evaluate the scene likeness. In this paper, the color coordinates 
of HSV color space are uniformly quantized into 16 (Hue), 4 (Saturation) and 4 (Value) bins, respectively, resulting in a 
total of 256 quantized color bins9.   

The distance between two shots (or scenes) is used to represent their scene likeness. The smaller the distance is, the 
more similar the two shots (or scenes) are (the higher their scene likeness is). The distance of shot is  and shot js  is  
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Where Min  and Min  denote the minimum and the second minimum distance between the key-frames of shot is
and js , respectively. ),( j

n
i
m kkd  is the HSV histogram distance of key-frame i

mk  and j
nk . i

mH  is the normalized 
256-bin HSV color histogram of key-frame m  in shot i . And B , equal to 256, is the total number of quantized 
colors. When calculating the shot-scene distance or scene-scene distance, the weighed mean feature value of all shots in 
a scene cluster is used to represent the scene’s content.  

3.3 J-based scene clustering 
At the beginning, each shot is initialized as a scene. The likeness of each two initial scenes is calculated by formula (1). 
Then these initial scenes c

N
ccc sssS ,,, 21  are merged into disparate scene clusters. In each iteration the two scenes 

whose distance is the smallest are merged into one scene cluster. This procedure is repeated until the merging stop 
criterion is satisfied. Then the merging process is stopped and the final scene clustering results are obtained.  

Before we provide the merging stop criterion, we first define a J value based on Fisher Discriminant Function. The J
value is the total scene cluster scatter, which describes the ratio of intra-cluster scatter to inter-cluster scatter of the 
scenes in the merging process. When the scene number is lK  in the merging process, the J value is defined as 
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where tJ is the total inter-cluster scatter of the initial scene sequence, c
wJ  is the intra-cluster scatter of scene cluster 

c . N  is the total scene number in the initial scene sequence, cN  is the shot number of scene cluster c .

represents the Euclidean distance. c
is and

c
means denote the feature value of shot i  and the mean feature value of all 

shots in scene cluster c , respectively. is  denotes the feature value of the initial scene cluster i  and means
denotes the mean feature value of all initial scenes in which each has only one shot. 

At the beginning of the procedure, the intra-cluster scatter of all initial scenes is 0 and lJ  is 0.0. With the increment of 

intra-cluster scatter when two scenes are merged into one, lJ  is increasing. If all the scenes are merged into one scene  

Figure 3: The relation curve of lJ  and lk  on an archery video. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of scene merging results according to different points on the relation curve. 

cluster, lJ  will reach the maximum and is equal to 1.0. The smaller lJ  is, the more similar the shots within each 

scene cluster are. Actually, it is expected that both lJ  and the scene number are small. But in real situation, the value 

of lJ  will increase with the decreasing of scene number. As a tradeoff between lJ  and the scene number, we choose 

the point where ll kJ  is the smallest as the best merging stop point, which is shown in Fig. 3. This is the defined 
stop criterion for the scene merging procedure. Here NKk ll is the ratio of the scene number to the total number of 
scenes in the initial scene sequence in the merging process.  

Some scene merging results according to different points on the relation curve of lJ  and lk  are shown in Fig. 4. 
From the figure we can see that at point a  the scene results are the best. So we choose the point a  as the best 
merging stop point. And at point b  and c , excessive merging and inadequate merging take place, respectively.   

3.4 Algorithm description 
The J-based scene clustering algorithm is described as follows: 
1. Segment the sports video into shots, },,,{ 21 NsssS , N  is the total shot number. 

2. Extract five key-frames from shot i  at an equal interval for shot content representation, },,,,{ 54321
iiiiii kkkkkK ,

where ik3  is the center frame of shot i , and },,2,1{ Ni .
3. Calculate the normalized 256-bin HSV histogram i

mH (H-16, S-4, V-4) of key-frame m in shot i ,
}5,,2,1{m  and },,2,1{ Ni .
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4. Each shot is initialized as a scene c
N

ccc sssS ,,, 21  and the distance (scene likeness) of every two initial 
scenes jiNjissSD c

j
c
i ,,,2,1,),,(  is calculated by Formula (1) and (2).  

5. Merge the two most similar scenes whose distance is the smallest into one scene cluster, ),( c
j

c
i

c
l sss .

a). The weighed average HSV histogram feature value of the two merged scenes is computed to represent the 
visual content of the new scene, }5,,2,1{),/()**( mNNHNHNH ji

j
mj

i
mi

l
m , iN  and 

jN  are 

the shot number of scene c
is  and c

js , respectively. 

b). Recalculate the distance between the new scene c
ls  and other scenes. 

c). Compute the value of ll kJ , where lJ  is calculated according to Formula (3) and NKk ll / , lK  is 
the scene number in the merging process. 

6. Execute step 5 continuously without stop in the merging process to find the best merging stop point where 
ll kJ  reaches the minimum. Then restart step 5 and repeat it until ll kJ  reaches the minimum. Merging is 

stopped and the scene clustering results are obtained. 
7. Sort the result scenes according to their shot number in a descending order, and output the ordered scene 

clustering results.  

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SCENE CLUSTERING 

We have applied the proposed J-based scene clustering method to cluster scenes in several broadcast sports videos of 
different games, including archery, diving, tennis, table tennis and gymnastics, etc. All the test videos were compressed 
by MPEG-2, digitized at 25 frames/s (PAL) with a resolution of 352×288. The durations of the videos range from 6 to 
31 minutes. And most of them are recorded from the living broadcast programs of Athens Olympic 2004. 

(a) Tennis (11 scenes out of 36) 

(b) Diving video (14 scenes out of 42) 
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(c) Table tennis video (9 scenes out of 9) 

Figure 5: Scene clustering results of our proposed approach. The first 9 shots of each dominant scene and the first 1 shot of each 
scene in “Other Scenes” are shown in this figure. In (a), “Other Scenes” denotes scene 2 to 10. In (b), “Other Scenes” denotes scene 
3, 5, 6 (replay scenes) and 8 to 13. In (c), “Other Scenes” denotes scene 3, 4, 5 (the first two shots are shown) and 6 to 8. 

In the experiments of our J-based scene clustering method, the only input is a test sports video file and then our 
prototype system outputs the entire scene clustering results automatically. It performs in a completely unsupervised 
manner. Furthermore, in our approach, most of the processing time is consumed by calculating the histogram distance 
(scene likeness) of different shots (or scenes) and the scene clustering is completely in real-time. 

Some scene clustering results obtained from various test sports videos are shown in Fig. 5. In these experimental results, 
the scenes which contain more than five shots occupy almost 90% content of the video. Compared with the dominant 
scene clustering results presented in Lu et.al’s work6, our clustering results are more consistent with the original scene 
structure of the sports video and more applicable for high-level content analysis. In their work, only the first one or two 
dominant scenes are obtained and the other shots are simply considered as another dominant scene. Thus, these 
dominant scenes contain little structure information of the sports video and they are not suitable for high-level content 
analysis.   

5. APPLICATIONS TO STORY UNIT DETECTION 

As audiences remember the video content in terms of story units rather than the visual appearance variations in shots or 
scenes, it is a necessity to organize the video content in terms of single story unit that represents the conceptual chunks 
in audiences’ memory. These story units can further be used for video summarization or indexed by semantic objects to 
facilitate video browsing. 

In many periodic sports videos, such as archery, diving, gymnastics, weightlifting and so on, there is a typical structure 
as shown in Fig. 6. These sports videos have a fixed order of scenes and show the characteristic of periodicity. 
According to the structure layers of these sports videos, we can segment and index them at different levels to meet the 
different demands. In this paper, the story unit is defined at the Player-Level. And each story unit is a complete 
competition interval which starts with the preparation scene of a player and ends with a score result scene. For instance, 
in diving video, a story unit begins with the player standing on the dive platform or springboard, then follows with the 
actions of taking-off, diving and entering water, and ends with the score of the player announced, as shown in Fig. 1c. 
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When scene clustering is completed, we can use the clustering results to detect story units in sports video with 
additional domain knowledge. Before the clustering results are applied to detect story units, they are ordered and 
weighed according to the number of shots they contain at first. Then, the n  highest weighed scenes are selected as 

Figure 6: A typical story unit structure of sports video (For individual events, there is no Team-Layer). 

dominant scenes and labeled by n,0,1, . Here scene 0 has the most shots and n  varies with the type of sports 
game. Other scenes and their shots are considered as noises and discarded. When a scene is labeled, its shots are also 
labeled as the same. After that we can obtain a labeled shot sequence along the original video timeline.  

We observe that besides the periodicity, such periodic sports videos have another characteristic that they have some key 
scenes in which each shot contains the key action content of the sports and denotes that a story takes place. For 
example, in an archery video, the target scene is the key scene which consists of the score shots of all the players, as 
shown in Fig. 1b. In a diving video, the take-off and dive scene as well as the entry water scene are the key scenes, as 
shown in Fig. 1c. As we know, in diving sports, the take-off action, dive action and entry water action of the athlete are 
the highlights of this game. The shots in these key scenes are usually taken by the main camera in the production of 
sports video. Their visual attributes do not vary largely with the change of story units of different players. Moreover, the 
key actions of all athletes will be captured in the video production. So the key scenes usually contain the most shots. 
Based on these observations, if we obtain these key scenes and their shots, the corresponding story units can be 
detected. In fact, as the proposed scene clustering method groups the shots into scenes based on their scene likeness 
analysis and the shots contained in each key scene usually have high scene likeness, so our method has the ability to 
cluster all the key shots into the corresponding key scenes. In our experiments on archery videos, scene 0 which contain 
the most shots is always the target scene. And in the experiments on diving videos, scene 0 and 1 which contain the 
most and second most shots are always the take-off and dive scene and entry water scene, respectively.  

We use the obtained key scenes and their shots to detect story units on archery videos and diving videos. For an archery 
video, scene 0 (target scene) is the key scene. We select the top four scenes (scene 0, 1, 2 and 3) as dominant scenes. As 
each shot in scene 0 is the end shot of a story unit in archery video, so according to these shots in scene 0 and other 
shots in scene 1, 2 and 3, the story units can be detected easily. For a diving video, scene 0 (take-off and dive scene) and 
scene 1 (entry water scene) are the key scenes. We know that the entry water action always follows the take-off and 
dive action. Therefore, if a shot is included in scene 0 and its next shot is included in scene 1, they indicate a story 
occurs. So we can detect the story units according to these consecutive key shots in diving videos. If we find a pair of 
consecutive key shots, their corresponding story unit is detected.  

We have done some experiments of story units detection on several broadcast sports videos of Athens Olympic 2004. 
The test set includes four videos: two archery videos (team events) and two diving videos. Their durations range from 
14 min to 1 hour. We adopt the measure method used in information retrieval systems to evaluate the performance of 
our story units detection method. And the used story unit detection precision (P) and recall (R) are defined as below: 

unitsted story # of detec
unitsted story ctly detec# of correPrecision                       (4) 
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itsl story un# of actua
unitsted story ctly detec# of correRecall                       (5) 

Another commonly used metric 1F  that combines precision and recall is also used for the evaluation. 1F  is high 
only when the precision and recall are both high. 

RecallPrecision
RecallPrecision2F1                                  (6) 

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. As the proposed scene clustering approach shows good performance 
and the key scenes are well clustered, the results of story units detection is good. This shows that detecting story units 
with the scene clustering results is an effective way in sports video. 

Table 1: Experimental results of story units detection 
Performance Sports

video 
# of 
frames 

# of scenes 
/ shots 

# of shots in 
scene 0/1 

# of actual 
story units

# of detected 
story units 

# of correctly dete-
cted story units P R F1 

Archery1 20,657 19/140 37 37 37 37 1.00 1.00 1.00
          
Archery2 32,144 36/228 58 58 58 58 1.00 1.00 1.00
          
Diving1 46,480 42/337 60/47 28 28 27 0.96 0.96 0.96
          
Diving2 103,023 88/728 123/101 66 66 63 0.95 0.95 0.95

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an unsupervised sports video scene clustering approach is proposed, which can group the low-level video 
content representation shots, into the mid-level video content representation scenes. The scenes comprising similar 
shots are obtained by merging continuously. In each merging procedure, the two most similar shots (their scene likeness 
is the highest) are merged into the same scene. We also provide a merging stop criterion to decide when the scene 
merging process terminates and then the optimum scene clustering results are obtained. This criterion is defined based 
on a J value which is derived from Fisher Discriminant Function. By this J-based scene clustering method, the obtained 
scene results are more consistent with human perception. They also contain more structural information of the sports 
video which can be utilized for high-level content analysis. In this paper, we also apply the proposed method to detect 
story units in sports video and the experimental results are encouraging. All the works in this paper are a part of our 
sports video analysis project SPISES10. In the future, we will improve this scene clustering method and develop a more 
effective story units detection approach for sports video indexing, browsing and summarization.
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